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$ 550,000 4 Bedrooms . 2.5 Bathrooms . 3,132 Sqft

Stunning Mediterranean style home with East and West views on Missionary Ridge! T his home absolutely
exudes curb appeal and charm, and you will immediately appreciate that the home is just as lovely inside as is it
is out. T he sellers have just finished with many improvements, such as fresh paint, new carpeting, several new
windows, extensive clearing of the back lot to improve the already amazing views, and more! (List is available).
One of the first things that you will notice as you approach the house is the wonderful stone patio in front that
was built to take advantage of the city views across the street. Next, you will love the fact that there is a circular
driveway and a large carport/parking area that can accommodate 2 or more vehicles easily. Upon entry to the
home, you will find hardwood floors, arched doorways, wonderful natural lighting, a finished daylight basement,
traditional floor plan, and updated kitchen and baths - essentially the best of the old and the new! T he main level
has a foyer with a powder room, a living room with a fireplace that has new gas logs and boasts the original solid
marble mantel, as well as access to the covered rear patio, a formal dining room with a wall of windows to take in
the view and a pass through window/counter to the kitchen - great when entertaining or it could also be used as…
a breakfast bar for casual meals. T he kitchen has gorgeous granite counter tops, tile back splash, JennAir
refrigerator, Viking gas cook top, convection double wall ovens, great storage cabinetry and door to the side
carport area. T he rear hallway leads to a main level bedroom that is currently being used as an office, while there
is another office or den off the living room that also has access to the patio area. T here are two additional
bedrooms and a hall bath on the upper level with the "master" boasting a new walk-in closet with organizer
system and door to the rear sun deck. T he bath has beautiful marble subway tile surround and a marble vanity.
T he lower level has a tiled landing area with a laundry closet plus additional storage or work space, a 4 th
bedroom, a central refreshment area with sink, a full bath with a double shower that has body jets and an extra
handheld shower head and has tile and glass surround, a family room with stained concrete floor and glass doors
to another covered patio that has a wood burning fireplace and overlooks the nice back yard - a great place to
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